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ABOUT US
At the origin of Swiss Peak in 2010 was a 
range of black outdoor and travel bags. The 
distinguished black collection gradually developed 
into a range of stylish business travel luggage 
and lifestyle accessories.

Our aim is to propose ideal gifts to the urban 
citizen of today that combine functional design, 
superiour quality and a subtle touch of luxury. 
We strive to use the latest innovations and 
sustainable elements for the production of our 
product portfolio.



AUDIO & MOBILE TECH







SWISS PEAK 
5W wireless bass speaker
Powerful 5W speaker with surprisingly clear and full range 
sound. With built in sub-woofer for optimal bass performance. 
Made out of high quality stainless steel for a great look and 
feel. With 600 mAh battery that allows up to 5 hours playing 
of your favorite music. Operating distance up to 10 metres. BT 
5.0 for smooth connection. Including PVC free TPE micro usb 
cable for re-charging.

5 hours play time

Built in sub-woofer

Made from stainless steel

P329.262





SWISS PEAK 
TWS earbuds
Ultimate freedom while listening to your favorite music with these true wireless 
earbuds. Simply pair both ABS earbuds to listen to your music or answer calls both 
in stereo sound. The earbuds come in a compact 500 mAh charging case that allows 
you to charge and take your earbuds wherever you go. The earbuds use BT 5.0 for 
automatic pairing without any hassle and a stable connection. The earbuds have a 50 
mAh battery that allows a play time of up to 3 hours and can be re-charged in 2 hours 
in the charging case. The wireless distance range is up to 10 metres. Including different 
size ear tips.

With charging case

Auto pairing

Stereo sound when calling

P329.111





SWISS PEAK 
ANC headphone
Take the next step in experiencing music with this lightweight active noise cancelling headphone. 
The headphone will eliminate all the surrounding environment sounds to make the music sound 
even more clear and powerful. The ABS headphone has an around-ear fit for optimal wearing 
comfort. The 400 mAh battery will allow you to play music for up to 14 hours on one single 
charge. Perfect for long trips, work or anything in between. Even if the battery is empty it’s 
no problem. Dead battery, no problem as it takes just a mere 1.5 hours to fully charge the 
headphones. With BT 4.2 which allows an operating distance up to 10 metres. With microphone/
pick up function to answer calls. Including zipper pouch. ANC degree: 23 DB.

P328.141

Active noise cancelling

Around-ear fit

14 hours of play time

With mic and pick up





SWISS PEAK 
luxury wireless 10.000 mAh powerbank
10.000 mAh powerbank with wireless charger made out of high quality PU and ABS. 
When fully charged it will provide you with enough energy to re-charge your mobile 
phone up to five times. With two USB ports to charge multiple devices at the same 
time and a 5W wireless charger to charge without any cable. The powerbank contains 
a long lasting grade A 10.000 mAh lithium polymer battery. The power indicators will 
indicate the remaining energy level so you always know when to re-charge. Wireless 
charging compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation. iPhone 
8 and up. Micro USB port-in: 5V/2A; Type C input: 5V/2A; Output: USB 5V/2.1A. 
Wireless Output: 5V/1A. Packed in luxury gift box including luxury nylon micro USB 
charging cable.

Nylon braided cable included

User friendly wireless 
charging

Charge multiple devices 
at the same time

P322.061





SWISS PEAK 
Luxury 3-in-1 Cable
Luxury braided 3 in 1 cable with type C and double-sided connector for 
iOS and Android devices that require micro USB. The connectors are placed 
sideways to fit perfectly into your mobile device. Braided nylon material 
cable with connectors made out of durable aluminium. Suitable for charging. 
Length 120 cm. Cable packed with luxury Pu strap and gift box.

Length 120 cm

packed with luxury Pu strap 
and gift box

made out of durable 
aluminium

P302.311



MORE FROM 
AUDIO & MOBILE TECH



P308.061
Luxury 5W wireless charger

P308.071
Luxury 5W wireless charging tray

P326.390
Wireless earbuds

P322.051
5.000 mAh pocket powerbank

P326.781
Bass speaker

P328.281
Wireless headphone V2

READ MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTION ON SWISS-PEAK.COM



BAGS & TRAVEL







SWISS PEAK 
Voyager USB & RFID 15” laptop backpack
Make the daily commute a little bit easier and a lot more stylish with this laptop 
backpack. The bag is made from durable 1680D polyester fabric with rich PU details and 
features a well designed shape with multiple pockets for storage and organisation. In 
addition to the roomy main compartment, this backpack features a padded 15.6” laptop 
pocket and an additional zipper pocket to hold your other daily essentials. Other features 
of this backpack include an USB output, RFID pockets, pen loops, a detachable luggage 
tag and a side water bottle pocket. Exterior:100% 1680D polyester / Lining: Regular 
210D polyester

P762.521

Made with sustainable 
rPET material

USB output

15.6” padded laptop 
compartment





SWISS PEAK 
RFID 15.6” laptop bag
This 15.6” laptop bag offers unique style and storage for your laptop and tablet. 
With pockets to organise all of your tech gadgets and personal accessories. RFID 
safe sleeve for your wallet and passport. Connect your powerbank easily to the 
integrated USB charging port and charge your phone or tablet on the go. Back 
includes zippered pocket and trolley strap.

Modern design

15.6” laptop compartment

Integrated USB charging port

P762.322





SWISS PEAK 
vegan leather laptop sleeve workstation PVC free
Work in style anywhere with this structured workstation made with soft vegan leather 
in a clean and sleek style with tonal zippers. The workstation features all around zipper 
closure and carrying strap so you can carry it under your arm. On the interior you will 
find a 15.6 inch laptop pocket with Velcro closure. When opening the two panels the 
sleeve will be transformed into a workstation for any location. Each panel features 3 
slip pockets and on the inside you will find another 5 card slots and one big sleeve 
compartment for your documents. On the back the sleeve features a luggage strap. 
Exterior 100% PU, interior 100% 210D polyester. PVC free.

Create your own mobile 
office everywhere

Smooth luxury leather feel

Versatile pockets

P788.001



P707.361
Weekend/sports bag PVC free

P762.261
RFID sports duffle & backpack

P762.551
Laptop backpack with UV-C 
sterilizer pocket

MORE FROM 
BAGS & TRAVEL



P732.071
RFID work and sports duffle 
PVC free

P762.281
RFID easy access 15” laptop 
backpack PVC free

P762.371
15” anti-theft RFID & USB backpack 
PVC free

P762.451
RFID 15” laptop totepack PVC 
free

P732.091
Deluxe vegan leather laptop bag 
PVC free

P762.160
modern 15” laptop bag

P820.091
5pc manicure set

P820.481
Secure RFID modern cardholder

READ MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTION ON SWISS-PEAK.COM



DRINKWARE







SWISS PEAK 
deluxe tritan sports bottle
This Swiss Peak deluxe tritan sports bottle fits in your hand as easily 
as it fits in your sports bag. On top of that, its lockable lid has a 
durable design to help eliminate leaks and spills. With a no-slip grip 
design and button-operated spout. Integrated handle in the lid for easy 
carrying. Capacity 600ml. BPA free.

No slip grip design

Carry handle lid

BPA free

P436.131





SWISS PEAK 
copper vacuum bottle with handle
This Swiss peak copper vacuum bottle is built to go wherever there’s a need 
for ice cold or piping hot beverages. The bottle offers a wide mouth opening for 
easy filling, drinking and cleaning. The handle on the top makes it easy to carry. 
Durable 304 stainless steel construction and double-wall vacuum insulation 
that keeps your beverages cold for up to 24 hours (or hot for up to 8 hours). 
Capacity 500ML. BPA free.

Copper vacuum construction

Carry handle lid

8h hot 24h cold

P436.731





SWISS PEAK 
copper vacuum food container
The Swiss Peak Elite series are with vacuum insulation and double wall 18/8 
grade stainless steel. The powder coated black colour is built to last! No fading 
or cracking here! The inner wall is plated with copper for ultimate conductivity 
to keep drinks hot for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours. This food container 
keeps your food hot or cold all day long! A 18/8 SS spoon is included. Hand 
wash only. Leakproof. Content 500 ml.

8h hot 24h cold

Copper vacuum construction

Double wall 18/8 grade steel

P432.981



MORE FROM 
DRINKWARE



P432.431
Vacuum bottle with mini true 
wireless earbuds

P433.330
Vacuum flask with 2 cups

P433.361
Elite 1L copper vacuum flask

P433.351
Elite 0.5L copper vacuum flask

P433.371
Elite copper vacuum mug

P436.090
Tritan bottle

READ MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTION ON SWISS-PEAK.COM



OUTDOOR & UMBRELLAS



OUTDOOR & UMBRELLAS





SWISS PEAK 
XXL cooler totepack PVC free
Deluxe 1680D and 600D polyester cooler totepack with extra-large 
zipped main compartment and zipped front pocket. Large storage 
space. Double reinforced carrying handles. Including bottle opener. 
Fits up to 28 cans. PEVA insulation.

Large storage

Including bottle opener

PEVA insulation

P422.191





SWISS PEAK 
Action camera set
Full HD action camera (1280*720P) with wide angle and 120 degree 
function for perfect movies and pictures of your outdoor activities. Includes 
a 650 mAh battery for usage up to an hour on a single charge. Includes 
super strong ABS selfie stick to make even better movies and photos. 
Packed in handy Swiss Peak travel pouch to take your camera wherever 
you go. Including 11 accessories.

Full HD

Including 11 accessories

Including Swiss Peak pouch

P330.200





SWISS PEAK 
23” to 27” expandable umbrella
Folded, this umbrella is as light and small as a 23” size. Upon 
opening, the umbrella will automatically expand to a size of 27”. 
This gives you more protection and makes it suitable for 2 people. 
Automatic open umbrella in 190T pongee polyester with metal shaft, 
fibreglass ribs, PP tips, matte black handle. With stormproof function.

Equivalent to 23 inch 
umbrella when folded

27 inch when opened

Small, light and durable

P850.181





SWISS PEAK 
23” auto open reversible umbrella
23’’ reversible umbrella in 190T pongee fabric with automatic 
opening and manual closing. Full fibreglass ribs and frame with 
windproof system.

Easy to open/close in a 
crowd

Easy enter and exit doors

Free standing

P850.161





SWISS PEAK 
mini umbrella
190T pongee polyester manual opening pocket size 
umbrella. Metal frame and fibreglass ribs. Flat rubber 
handle. Packed in Swiss Peak pouch.

Metal frame

Flat rubber handle

Packed in Swiss Peak pouch

P850.130



MORE FROM 
OUTDOOR & UMBRELLAS



P422.161
Cooler bag

P422.030
XXL cooler tote & duffle

P850.120
Swiss Peak Tornado 30” storm 
umbrella

P850.240
Tornado 23” storm umbrella

P850.191
23” foldable reversible auto 
open/close umbrella

P850.370
Traveller 21” automatic umbrella

READ MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTION ON SWISS-PEAK.COM



PORTFOLIO, NOTEBOOKS 
& WRITING MATERIAL







SWISS PEAK 
A5 PU notebook with zipper pocket
If you capture an idea, or jot down a note, you can do this in style with 
this Swiss Peak A5 PU notebook. With its convenient zipper front pocket 
you can store other important essentials with you on the go. Inside 80 
sheets/160 pages of cream coloured lined 80 gsm paper. Comes in 
luxury gift box.

Soft PU feel

Quick access zipper pocket

80g/m2 paper

P774.141





SWISS PEAK 
deluxe A5 notebook and pen set
This notebook and pen set is a fantastic choice for those wanting to look 
sleek and sophisticated at the office. The notebook features a rich texture 
PU cover with metal logo, with 80 sheets/160 pages 80 grms lined cream 
coloured paper. The pen comes with German ink and offers 1200 metre 
writing length. Packed in luxury sleeve gift box.

PU cover

Chic design

Packed in luxury sleeve 
gift box

P772.921





SWISS PEAK 
Heritage A4 portfolio with zipper
The Swiss Peak Heritage collection speaks the language of modern 
elegance. Comes with iconic Italian PU cover with luxury silver zipper. 
The inside provides a tablet/phone stand, gadget holders, business cards 
slots, sleeves for your notes and papers. With A4 notepad.

Luxury silver zipper

With phone/tablet stand

Business gift

P773.830





SWISS PEAK 
deluxe pen set
This luxury pen set brings elegance and style to your writing. The set 
consists of a ball pen and roller ball with blue ink in a beautiful gift box 
with embossed logo.The pen has a Dokumental ink refill with a t/c ball for 
ultra smooth writing. The roller ball has a blue Dokumental ink refill. Average 
writing length for both pens is 1200 metres.

Packed in gift box

1200 metre writing

Dokumental ink®

P610.781





SWISS PEAK 
Deluxe stylus pen
Unique styled pen with a luxury lined pattern 
on the barrel. This exclusive designed stylus 
ballpoint pen is an attractive, high quality gift. 
Including Swiss Peak tube giftbox. Blue ink.

Swiss Peak tube giftbox

Quality brass metal

Including stylus

P610.440





SWISS PEAK 
Executive pen set
Authentic pen set bearing all the hallmarks of classic quality. 
High quality heavy brass metal rollerball with stylus and ball 
point pen with Swiss Peak branding. Including premium PU 
leather pouch and giftbox. Blue ink.

Swiss Peak giftbox

Including premium leather pu pouch

Quality brass metal

P610.430



MORE FROM PORTFOLIO, 
NOTEBOOKS & WRITING MATERIAL



P610.450
Deluxe pen set

P610.460
Heritage pen set

P772.081
A5 deluxe flexible softcover 
notebook

P610.490
Luzern pen

P610.480
Luzern pen

P773.320
refillable notebook and 
pen set

P773.840
Heritage A5 portfolio with zipper

READ MORE ABOUT THE COLLECTION ON SWISS-PEAK.COM



swisspeak

swiss.peak

@Swiss_peak

Swiss Peak

Visit our website for more products:
www.swiss-peak.com

Social networks


